QuietPutty® is a moldable putty designed to maintain the performance of acoustically rated walls with penetrations such as electrical outlets, HVAC ducts, water hookups and cables. QuietPutty® is clean, easy to use and requires no tools. Use as part of the Quiet® Sound Damping System for reliable, low cost results.

QuietPutty Benefits

- Adheres to most construction materials for a high quality seal
- Asbestos free
- Provides a draft and cold smoke seal
- Minimal shrinkage and will not dry out
- Noncorrosive to metal and plastics

Product Specifications:

- Thickness: 1/8” (3mm)
- Width: 7” (178mm)
- Length: 7” (178mm)
- Weight: 1 oz/in³
- Color: Blue/Green
- Unit Size: 10 pads/box